Bottom-Up Assembly of TMV-Based Nucleoprotein Architectures on Solid Supports.
RNA-guided self-assembly of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV)-like nucleoprotein nanotubes is possible using 3'-terminally surface-linked scaffold RNAs containing the viral origin of assembly (OAS). In combination with TMV coat protein (CP) preparations, these scaffold RNAs can direct the growth of selectively addressable multivalent carrier particles directly at sites of interest on demand. Serving as adapter templates for the installation of functional molecules, they may promote an integration of active units into miniaturized technical devices, or enable their presentation on soft-matter nanotube systems at high surface densities advantageous for, for example, biodetection or purification applications. This chapter describes all procedures essential for the bottom-up fabrication of "nanostar" colloids with gold cores and multiple TMV-like arms, immobilized in a programmable manner by way of hybridization of the RNA scaffolds to oligodeoxynucleotides exposed on the gold beads.